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New conference to shine spotlight on
central Florida agritourism
BY far, tourism and agriculture
are the two top economic
drivers in Florida. In fact,
according to VISIT FLORIDA,
the Sunshine State welcomed
an all-time record number of
visitors (60.7 million) during
the first half of 2017. The
Agritourism sector continues
to expand and transform,
helping farming operations
– big and small – not only
connect with consumers, but
also earn extra income.
As the segment grows,
there is much to learn. To
help more growers who are

considering or already pursuing
Agritourism, policymakers,
and businesses interested in
developing cooperative efforts
with Agritourism operators, the
UF/IFAS Polk County Extension
Service in Bartow is hosting
the 2017 Central Florida
Agritourism Conference,
September 26-27.
The two-day event, backed
by the Central Florida
Development Council, the Polk
County Florida Farm Bureau,
Farm Credit of Central Florida,
and the Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer

Services, will feature a full
slate of informative education
sessions, including a unique
perspective from guest
speaker Carmen Snyder, who
will provide an overview of
the inner workings of Sonoma
County (CA) Farm Trails, an
organization which she leads.
“They’ve been doing this for
more than 40 years, so they
must know something,” says
Mary Beth Henry, Polk County
UF/IFAS Extension Agent.
Henry says excitement is
building for the gathering,
which will be the area’s first to

focus on Agritourism potential
and opportunity.
On a similar note, the UF/
IFAS Martin County Extension
office recently held a regional
workshop on Agritourism.
In addition to the speaker
portion of the program, Day 2
will include the opportunity to
tour multiple local Agritourism
operations.
Registration for the event
ends September 22. Discounts
are available to those who
register early. For discount and
info visit www.eventbrite.com
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A trip to Whiskey Acres,
farm-turned-distillery in Illinois

Whiskey Acres co-founders, from left, Nick Nagele, vice president and chief operating officer, Jim Walter and his son Jamie Walter opened the distillery to
showcase the high-quality grain they grow.

THE vision behind Whiskey
Acres, a farm-to-bottle
distillery in DeKalb County IL,
is simple: to bring the concept
of terroir, the taste and flavor
imparted by the land, to
distilled spirits.
Surrounded by a sea of corn
and soybeans about 70 miles
west of Chicago, Whiskey
Acres is owned by three
farmers. That background,
as well as the 635-squaremile county itself where corn
accounts for about twothirds of the farmland, is key
to understanding how the
distillery approaches the grain
that makes up the majority of
its spirits.
industrye-news.com

“Not all corn is created
equal,” says Nick Nagele, the
distillery’s vice president and
chief operating officer. He’s
standing next to the farm’s
show plots, a small patch of
land across the parking lot
from the distillery’s tasting
room, where visitors to
Whiskey Acres can see the
corn, rye and wheat that the
distillery uses in its spirits.
“Not all yellow dent corn
is created equal,” he adds,
referring to the variety of corn
that Whiskey Acres uses in its
flagship bourbon.
Given that mindset, since
the distillery opened in 2014,
it has worked to identify the

ideal varieties of yellow dent,
rye and winter wheat. At the
same time, the distillery has
experimented with a number
of varieties of corn, including
Glass Gem, Oaxacan green
corn and Bloody Butcher, for
its limited release, artisan
series that it sells on-site.
Whiskey Acres is located
on roughly 2,000 acres that
the family of Whiskey Acres’
co-founder Jim Walter has
been farming since the
1930s. Until a few years ago,
the farm sold the grains it
produced as a commodity. But
commodity farming has grown
increasingly difficult, and
about five years ago, Walter

found himself at a crossroads.
“We reached a point where
we’d either have to buy out
our neighbors or diversify our
business,” he says.
He and his son Jamie,
along with Nagele, decided
to open a distillery that would
showcase the “high-quality
grain” produced on farm. “We
distill the best of the best of
what we grow,” Jim Walter
says.
Because the farm is intrinsic
to the distillery, Whiskey Acres
only distills grains grown
on the farm, which meant
it wouldn’t source whiskey
Cont P 4
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when it opened its doors, as
many distilleries do to get off
the ground. Instead, Whiskey
Acres began selling an unaged
corn whiskey that is sweet
with hints of sweet corn. It
sells the spirit with an oak
spiral that can be dropped in
the bottle to simulate a young
whiskey that's aged in oak. It
also sold a relatively smooth,
buttery vodka made from corn.
At the same time, it began
aging bourbon and rye in small
(15- and 25-gallon) oak barrels
and standard 53-gallon barrels.
Small barrels are often used
by startup distillers because
more of the liquid is in contact
with the barrel, which means
the whiskey reaches maturity
quicker than a standard barrel.
That enabled Whiskey Acres
to get bourbon on shelves
relatively quickly.
The bourbon is wheated,
which makes for a sweet,
smooth spirit with hints of
brown sugar, vanilla and

Nick Nagele,
vice-president
and chief
operating officer
at Whiskey
Acres, says the
distillery only
uses about 5
percent of the
farm’s yield,
but he expects
that percentage
to rise as the
distillery grows.

caramel notes. And the rye,
which is made from a mash
bill that’s 75 percent rye and
25 percent corn, has a hint of
chile spice that melds with
vanilla and cherry notes.
While the distillery only
uses about 5 percent of the
farm’s yield, Nagele expects
that percentage to rise as the
distillery grows.
For now, the distillery’s
products are distributed in
Illinois. A significant share

of its business stems from
visitors to the farm, who go
to the tasting room, which is
housed in a renovated picnic
shed, or imbibe on the
cocktail patio, as well as tour

FARM VISITORS
CAN GO TO THE
TASTING ROOM
OR IMBIBE ON THE
COCKTAIL PATIO

the distillery.
Tapping into tourism makes
sense, as the farm is tied to
the story of Whiskey Acres.
“We can tell you the type of
seed planted on a particular
acre, when we planted it,
harvested it, barreled it and
bottled it,” Nagele says.
“That’s important for quality,
and it also makes for a good
story.”
www.chicagotribune.com

Farm debt, assets at record highs
IT’S been a tough year. The
most recent years have all
been tough. Low commodity
prices cause decreased land
values, tighter balance sheets
and a high level of stress for
producers across the country.
As a result, they continue to
take on more debt. In fact, the
absolute amount of outstanding
farm debt is likely to reach an
all-time high this year.
“If debt were to increase
5% from current levels it will
exceed 1980 levels,” says Brent
Gloy of Agricultural Economic
Insights.
While that’s true in terms of
raw dollar figures adjusted for
inflations, unlike the historic
downturn of 1980, farm debt to

4

asset ratios are still very low.
“In terms of the amount of
debt as it relates to the amount
of assets, we are still in pretty
good shape,” says Jackson
Takach, director of economic
and financial research at Farmer
Mac. “The amount of leverage
on the farm in the past few
years has been incredibly low.”
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According to Takach, when
you look at historical USDA
data it’s clear that despite the
large amount of outstanding
debt, farmers are still in a good
position. Economic Research
Service data shows the current
on-farm debt to asset ratio
at 14%. Compare that to its
highest point of 22.2% in
1980 and its lowest point of

11.3% in 2012.
“We’re higher than where
we were five years ago,”
Takach explains. “But we’re still
nowhere near where we were
in the ‘80s.”
Prior to the 1980 agricultural
economy crash, farm income
was very volatile and producers
didn’t have much opportunity to
stockpile assets. Going into the
current downturn, commodity
markets hit record highs and
producers had several good
years to get their financial
houses in order.
“Farmers had much healthier
financials going into this
downturn than they did going
into the 1980s,” Takach says.
www.agweb.com
industrye-news.com
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Rep. Smith visits Texas County
pumpkin patch on farm tour
CONGRESSMAN Jason Smith
visited the Spring Hill Pumpkin
Patch last week to talk with
owner Duncan Smith about
the challenges he faces as he
runs his family farm in Texas
County.
Duncan Smith told the
congressman he was a
dairy farmer but after being
burdened with too many
regulations, he decided to
stop his dairy business to raise
sheep and venture into the
pumpkin patch agribusiness.
Congressman Smith talked
about one regulation that
he found to be particularly
harmful, stating that there
used to be an EPA rule that
put a milk spill on a family

industrye-news.com

Congressman
Jason Smith,
right, visits with
Texas County
farmer Duncan
Smith at his
pumpkin patch.

run dairy farm in the same
category as an oil spill caused
by corporate negligence.
“After so many years of
Washington bureaucrats
trying to regulate every hair
on Missourians’ heads, I
am glad we finally have a
President who is willing to
work with us to stop these

rules and relieve Missouri
farmers from burdensome
government regulations,” said
Congressman Smith.
Last October, the Spring Hill
Pumpkin Patch had more than
5,000 visitors.
“It’s exciting to see the agritourism and entertainment

industry growing in our area
and I hope to get back for
some of the Fall Festivals this
October,” said Congressman
Smith.
This is the fifth year in a
row that Jason Smith has
dedicated the month of
August to focus on farms in
southeast and south central
Missouri. Throughout this
month, he will visit Missouri’s
agricultural operations to
hear directly from farmers,
ranchers and agriculture
industry professionals to get a
better understanding of what
challenges they are facing and
how he can help as they work
to feed and supply America.
www.houstonherald.com
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Brooks Farms, Ontario on the right track
BROOKS Farms started in
the mid 1800s when Edward
Brooks, a bright-eyed London
bobbie decided to bring
his family from England to
Canada.
After spending a few
years closer to the town of
Uxbridge, Edward moved the
family a little further west
towards Mount Albert, and set
up home base at their current
location.
For over 150 years the farm
grew corn, wheat, barley,
turnips, potatoes, and all sorts
of farm animals. In 1990, the
fourth generation farmer,
Alvin Brooks and his wife
Brenda, decided that growing
pick your own strawberries
and raspberries would help
put their sons and daughter
through school. In 1994, their
second oldest son, Paul,
decided to farm full-time with
his father.
In 1998, after several years
of growth with strawberries
and raspberries, Brooks Farms
started to offer pick your own
pumpkins, and the Fall Fun
Festival was born. In 2007,
Kelly joined the Brooks family.
Her graphic design skills were
put to use rebranding the
farm and giving it the quirky
characters customers have
come to know and love: The
Barnyard Bumpkins.
The festival continues to
grow each year adding more
attractions to their already
popular: pumpkin cannons,
train rides, pig races, jump
pad, corn cob blasters, straw
Jumps, corn maze, and so
much more!!
Thousands of visitors have
enjoyed the entertainment, as
well as the homemade jams
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Exploration of the growing cycle provides children the opportunity to learn about growing fruits, grains and
vegetables on the farm.

and jellies, and fresh fruit and
vegetables available at the
farm. Every year we continue
to grow by adding new
activities, produce and fun!!
Their brand new indoor
Farm Market is now open.
It’s a work in progress! But
their plans are huge!! Future
Butcher Shop and a chef on
staff coming in 2018. They
offer indoor washrooms and a
warm place to eat inside.
Along with seasonal
selection of: apples,
asparagus, beans, blueberries,
broccoli, cherries, eggs,
gooseberries, melons,
onions, peaches, peas,
plums, potatoes, raspberries,
red and black currants,
rhubarb, Saskatoon berries,
strawberries, sweet corn,
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tomatoes and more! Apple
butter, honey, jam, maple
syrup, vinaigrette, pickles,
olive oil, and more!
School tours: All of their
teachings comply with
Ontario’s educational
curriculum for Science &
Technology as well as health
and physical activity.
An exploration of the
growing cycle provides an
opportunity for children to
learn about growing fruits,
grains, and vegetables on the
farm. The farmer will explain
the importance of each season
(spring/planting, summer/
growing, fall/harvest, winter/
rest).
Children can learn about
grain seeds and their everyday
uses. Farm animals and their

habits will be explored with
a walking tour of the animal
pens. Lastly a wagon/train ride
will give visitors a look at the
whole farm operation, which
includes an apple orchard,
various fruit, vegetable and
grain fields, the sugar bush
and the opportunity to pick
their own fruit or vegetables.
For the older children,
explore a comparison of rural
and urban life based on the
unique perspective of farmers
and farm life in the 21st
century. As well, they discuss
the vast technology changes
in farming over the years and
investigate environmental
issues such as climate change
and its immense impact on
growing food and healthy
living.
industrye-news.com
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Mike's Maze presents: 'Greetings from Earth'
STARDATE: 8.15.2017
LOCATION: Corn Field, 23
South Main Street, Sunderland,
Massachusetts, United States
of America, Earth, Solar
System, Orion Spiral Arm,
Milky Way Galaxy, Local Group,
Virgo Supercluster, Universe.
An 8-acre message - visible
from space - has appeared on
the surface of the pale blue dot
known as earth.
CONTEXT: 40 years ago,
NASA launched Voyager 1
and 2 on a mission to explore
the outer reaches of our solar
system and beyond. They
are humanity’s farthest and
longest-lived spacecraft and
have achieved numerous
scientific accomplishments and
discoveries to date.
These emissaries of Earth
are now billions and billions of

industrye-news.com

miles from
home and
are destined
to drift in the
vastness of
interstellar
space for
billions of
years. Just
in case the
Voyagers are ever intercepted
by extraterrestrials, each
spacecraft carries a Golden
Record of sounds, pictures,
and messages from Earth. This
cosmic postcard was created
by a team led by the beloved
astronomer Carl Sagan to
portray the diversity of life and
culture on our Pale Blue Dot.
MIKE’S MAZE 2017:
At Mike’s Maze, we are
celebrating the Voyager
missions by sending our own

message to the stars. An
extraterrestrial-view of our farm
reveals an 8-acre postcard that
reads “Greetings from Earth,
the Pale Blue Dot” in corn
maze trails.
Voyagers to Mike’s Maze terrestrial and otherwise - will
enjoy galactic games designed
to delight all ages. Aspiring
astronauts will embark on a
mission within the maze to
find habitable exoplanets while
amateur astronomers attempt
to correctly answer cosmic

queries about the scientific
search for extraterrestrial life.
Visitors can round out their
maze-mission with a moonwalk on our jump-pad, an
exhilarating plunge through
our double black hole slides, a
few orbits on our pedal-carts,
and some shots at our Spudnik
Blasters. A wide range of
stellar snacks are available for
purchase at our Cosmic Corn
Cafe.
Mike’s Maze is open
September 9th – November
5th at 23 South Main Street
in Sunderland Massachusetts
- just a short distance from
Interstate 91, exit 24. General
Admission is $15, with reduced
rates for students, seniors, and
children. Children under 4 are
free.
Visit mikesmaze.com
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Van Hemric named 2017 North
Carolina Farmer of the Year
HAMPTONVILLE – Van Hemric
of Hamptonville started
farming on a modest scale
in 1988 with six acres of
tobacco. The next year, he put
up his first chicken house.
He now grows 200 to 250
acres of flue-cured tobacco,
and raises broiler layers in
eight chicken houses. He
grows soybeans on 385 acres
and grass pasture on 1,200
acres. He harvests hay from
400 acres, and also grows
triticale for hay.
Hemric’s corn maze, Alpha
Omega, established his farm
as an agritourism destination,
attracting 20,000 visitors
yearly. His beef enterprise
consists of 601 mostly Angus
cows and 48 bulls.
As a result of his success as
a diversified farmer, Hemric
has been selected as the state
winner of the Swisher Sweets/
Sunbelt Expo Southeastern
Farmer of the Year award. He
joins nine other individuals as
finalists for the overall award
that will be announced on Oct.
17 at the Sunbelt Expo farm
show in Moultrie, Georgia.
A farmer for 29 years, his
farm includes 2,500 acres,
with 400 acres owned and the
rest rented. Hemric produces
good per acre yields, 2,400
pounds of tobacco, 35 bushels
of soybeans, 5 to 7 tons of
grass hay and 7 to 8 tons of
triticale hay.
Hemric harvests triticale,
a wheat-rye hybrid, as seed
formation starts. He puts it up
as dry hay, not as round bale
silage. He harvests only 300
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also received a North Carolina
Tobacco Trust Fund grant that
helped build facilities at his
corn maze.
His corn maze covers five
acres for fall visitors. “You
don’t want it to take more
than 45 minutes to go through
the maze,” he said. The area
features a petting zoo, hay
maze, pumpkin cannon, corn
pit, jump house and other
activities for children. The site
also has a restaurant that
offers food to customers.
Hemric and his wife
Jennifer operate the maze
with partners Jason and Lori
Walker. They sell advertising
rights for companies or
organizations to put their logos
on the maze, and this income
helps offset the costs of the
surveying the maze.

Van Hemric ... selected as the state winner of the Swisher Sweets/Sunbelt
Expo Southeastern Farm of the Year award.

bales of round bale silage
each year.
Flue-cured tobacco
is his money crop. He
raises transplants in two
greenhouses. Hemric plants
seed during February, then
transplants tobacco during late
April through early May. “Our
goal is to harvest by Aug. 1
and finish harvesting by the
middle of October,” he said.
Hemric’s tobacco acreage
is about the same as it was
before the quota buyout. He
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grows tobacco under contract
with JTI, a Japanese company.
His tobacco is shipped
overseas to be made into
cigarettes.
“A new leaf loader helps
our tobacco curing,” said
Hemric. “We received energy
grants to install controllers
and insulation in our tobacco
barns.” One grant helped him
replace incandescent bulbs
with energy-saving lightemitting diode (LED) lights in
his chicken houses. Hemric

WE WANT
CHILDREN TO
COME TO THE
MAZE, HAVE
FUN AND LEAVE
KNOWING
MORE ABOUT
AGRICULTURE
“Our hope is that children
come to the maze to have fun,
and leave knowing more about
agriculture,” said Hemric.
Hemric also worked closely
with N.C. Farm Bureau to
secure liability insurance
coverage for agritourism
operations in the state.
industrye-news.com
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Women who love farming
WHEN Tricia Casper Park and
her husband, Matt, started
their first farm, in Tully, her
only exposure to agriculture
was helping out in her
mother’s home garden.
They started out small, with
vegetables and a couple of
cows, then gradually added
chickens, more beef cows, a
couple pigs and turkeys. They
sold eggs and their pastureraised meats to family and
friends and found themselves
with an appreciative and
growing audience. Before
long, they needed more land.
Park, 48, now co-owns and
operates Creekside Meadows
Farm, a 150-acre, diversified
family farm, in New
Woodstock NY. She manages
daily farm operations with
help from her son, Cameron,
and from her husband, on
weekends.
In addition to pasture-raised
meats sold direct from the
farm and at local farmers
markets, Creekside Meadows
offers produce, maple syrup
and handmade farmstead
soaps. In her “spare time,”
Park, a veteran of the U.S.
Air Force, volunteers in the
kitchen at Clear Path for
Veterans in Chittenango. She
also makes time to mentor
fellow women farmers and
encourages them, as she did,
to make use of resources
like Cornell Cooperative
Extension’s Northeast
Beginning Women’s Farmer
Project.

WHAT INSPIRED
YOU TO BECOME A
FARMER?
People who loved our
products and wanted more,

10

Farming is an extremely
physical job, no way around
it. We work every year to
find ways to do things easier,
more efficiently, to take
the physical stresses and
minimize them when we can
because we want to do this a
long time. Save those knees
and hands and backs for the
long run.

WHAT ARE THE
BIGGEST REWARDS
OF FARMING?
I am my own boss. I
make my own life, my own
decisions and plan where my
business is going to go. I also
like the mental challenges of
having a plan, monitoring the
plan and making adjustments
as we need to — or, in some
cases toss out Plan A and
figure out the best way to
implement Plan B.
I also love growing things.

Patricia “Tricia” Casper, co-owner of Casper Park.

so why not make it a career
and lifestyle?

even growing up around dairy
farms.

ARE PEOPLE
SURPRISED TO LEARN
YOU’RE A FARMER?

WHAT ARE
THE BIGGEST
CHALLENGES,
PHYSICAL AND
OTHERWISE, OF THE
JOB?

Yes, they are shocked,
especially anyone from high
school! Most knew I had
been in the military and was a
volunteer EMT and firefighter
but farmer? Ha! Nope! I had
zero experience except my
mom’s home garden and
nothing to do with livestock
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It’s always something
different. Sure, some things
are the same but change
happens, we are on our toes
making decisions, changing
plans and trying new things.

IN SOME CASES,
TOSS OUT PLAN
'A' AND FIGURE
OUT HOW TO
IMPLEMENT
PLAN 'B'
It doesn’t matter if it’s
the pasture grasses, the
livestock, the flowers, the
veggies, I just get so much
from that bit of nurturing.
Some days, I have to stop
and remember that. I have
to sit down and breathe it in,
listen to the land, listen to the
wildlife, the wind, the water
and calm my mind down
before moving onto the next
Cont P 11
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thing.

WHAT’S YOUR
BEST ADVICE
FOR OTHER
WOMEN
CONSIDERING
A CAREER IN
FARMING?
I was chatting with
a fellow woman
farmer I helped
train in holistic
management what
her advice was and
we both agreed: It’s
why do you want to
do this?
Seriously, what
makes you want to face
mental and physical stresses
where you are the decision
maker all the time, where
you are working with or
against Mother Nature (she’s

industrye-news.com

pretty cranky lately), where
the failure rate is higher
than just about every other
start-up business, where the
suicide rate is so high, where
profit margins are so crazy
slim, where customers love

you, adore you, and really
appreciate what you do but
then there are some that just
bash what you do.
It’s a field where things
live and die sometimes in

seconds, where,
in our case, we
are responsible for
hundreds of lives at
any time on our land.
It’s tough but it’s
something that we
love. Love isn’t going
to get you through
it all. Dig deep and
figure out what drives
you to live your life
the way you do, what
your core values are,
what you want your
life to be like now and
in the future, how you
want to manage your
responsibilities and
how you are doing to
do all of it.
you need to be able to
focus on what you got done
that day, not what you didn’t
get done.
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An Uber for farm machinery aims to
make a difference in rural areas of India
UBER has inspired countless
businesses to adopt its
asset-light and on-demand
approach to their industries.
The examples are countless.
Food delivery, dry cleaning, jet
planes, home services rental
bikes, or even phone chargers
to name but a few – but how
about farming equipment?
That’s the case in India,
where a startup called EM3
AgriServices is helping rural
farmers literally get their
hands on specialist (and
expensive) equipment and
machines that would ordinarily
be out of their reach. The goal
is to help them earn their
livelihood with cutting-edge
tech without breaking the
bank.
The concept is actually
quite straightforward.
EM3 works with farmers
who own equipment like
tractors, harvesters and other
mechanical implements by
allowing them to ‘rent’ out
their assets to help pay off
the purchase or generate
additional revenue. Farmers,
typically those in remote
regional with small holdings
and limited capital, then get
access to quality implements
and machines on a pay-as-youuse basis on either an hourly
or acreage pricing.
That’s important when most
farms in India are smaller than
three acres. Tight economics,
and a reliance on loans to
make big-ticket purchases,
are thought to be a key factor
responsible for a high level of
suicides among farmers over
the past twenty years.

12

EM3 founder
and managing
director Rohtash
Mal.

“The average Indian farm
holding is just one percent
of what you’d find in U.S.,
so farmers aren’t able to
afford technology, even basic
mechanization, because the
capital load is too high,” EM3
founder and managing director
Rohtash Mal told TechCrunch
in an interview.
And he should know. Mal,
a 63-year-old self-confessed
“corporate world veteran,”
started EM3 with his son
Adwitiya Mal (CEO) in
2013 after a spell in charge
of agriculture machinery
manufacturer Escorts gave
him a glimpse into the
struggles of Indian farmers.
“In the farm equipment
business one thing became
clear, we did everything we
could to help customers buy
our products, but the fact is
that the small farm could not
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afford the rate of technology,”
Mal senior said.
“We’re inspired by what
happens in tech world, but this
hasn’t been done in agriculture
before. The need wasn’t
there in a lot of markets,
such as the U.S., which were
the foundation heads of
technology, but the need is
here in India,” he added.

WE'RE INSPIRIED
BY WHAT HAPPENS
IN TECH WORLD
... WE ARE 'TECHENABLED' RATHER
THAN 'TECH'
The company calls its
business farming-as-a-service
– or Faas.
Unlike Uber, which has
pioneered an online business

model, EM3 is ‘tech-enabled’
rather than ‘tech.’ That’s to say
that while it uses common
on-demand tech to manage
supply-demand, customer
data and more, the majority
of its business is offline.
That’s because, quite simply,
its customer base remains
disconnected from the
internet.
“The majority of farmers
are not on smartphones,” Mal
junior said. “The smartphone
penetration is increasing but it
isn’t at critical mass yet so we
have a physical on the ground
presence.”
So where there are apps
for those ahead of the curve,
EM3 operates call centers
for handling requests from
farmers – both inventory
owners and prospective
renters – and it deploys local
Cont P 13
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representatives in the villages
that it serves. But even the
select farmers who are online
and own smartphones find
something comforting and
secure about talking to a
person on the other end of
the phone when it comes to
business matters that impact
their life, the EM3 execs said.
To date, EM3 has focused
on central parts of India where
it claims to have worked with
8,000 farms through its 10
service centers. Mal senior
explained that its platform
covers machinery and services
that span all seasons, but
customer activity levels do
vary during different parts
of the farming calendar and
based on location, crop type,
etc.
The startup recently
partnered with the local
government of Rajasthan,
India’s largest province by
size and a major agriculture
producer, to make a push
into helping thousands more
farmers. It is planning further
forays, too, after raising
significant funding from
investors.
EM3 closed a $10 million
in Series B financing led by

EM3 wants
to help rural
farmers
modernize their
processes.

Global Innovation Fund and
VC firm Aspada which will be
put to work expanding into
more regions, increasing its
inventory and developing tech.
EM3 previously raised a $3.3
million Series A round led by
Aspada in 2015.
Further down the line, Mal
senior said he can envisage
its business moving into other
areas of a farmer’s business
where it believes it can add
value.
“There’s no other company
offering this service yet, but

I’m sure there will be metoos,” he said.
“We are still significantly
ahead, but will have to add
more and more to the menu
of services to keep our lead.
We want to become more
dedicated to the farmer and
look for more opportunities in
farming and adjacent spaces.”
Already there is competition
with Gold Farm and Trringo,
a subsidiary of automotive
conglomerate Mahindra &
Mahindra, opening similar
services over the past year.

Interest in agritech in India
has heated up in recent years.
Earlier in 2017, Accel backed
AgroStar, a startup that offers
a range of guidance and
e-commerce services targeted
at rural farmers, in its first
deal in the sector. Plenty of
other VCs in the country have
expressed their interest about
getting into the space, which
has the potential to harness
the power of technology
to help many farmers in a
profound way.

What’s a farm worth these days?
CONNECTICUT has the
third-highest farm real estate
value in the Northeast
region, according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s
2017 Land Values Report.
Farm real estate in
Connecticut, including all
land and buildings on farms,
averaged $11,200 per acre,
third only to Rhode Island at
$13,800 per acre and New
Jersey at $12,800 per acre.
industrye-news.com

The farm
land value in
Connecticut
was basically
unchanged
since 2013,
when it was
$11,100
per acre.
In 2015 the
value rose to
$11,300 but
fell $100 per

acre the following year.
Maine saw the highest
percentage increase of 5.3%
from $2,090 per acre in
2016 to $2,200 per acre in
2017. None of the 11 states
measured in the report saw
land values decrease.
Nationally, farm real estate
is valued at an average of
$3,080 per acre, excluding
Alaska and Hawaii.
August 21, 2017 | AGRITOURISM & FARM NEWS
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Agriculture thriving in Ohio county

Pigeon Roost
Farm ... an
agritourism farm
for all ages and
a place to learn
about the farm
life.

AGRICULTURE is a thriving
business in Southwest Licking
County OH. The Chamber
reached out to Jennifer
Osterholt and Catherine Baird
and asked them to share their
story.
Jennifer told us about the
Elder Family who has been
farming in the area for about
80 years:
Do you live on a farm?
No? When was the last time
one of your ancestors lived
on one? The American Farm
Bureau Federation says
today’s average American is
at least three generations
removed from the farm. Other
sources say the average is
more like four generations.
As people chose to move
away and work off the
farm, remaining farmers
had to adapt and make a lot

14

of changes. The speed of
implementing those changes
has been accelerated as
technology has become more
accessible and affordable.
I’d like to share a story
about my family’s farm. My
grandpa worked in some of
the same fields, 80 years ago,
that we farm today. He walked
behind a team of horses
with a plow all day long. Can
you imagine how exciting
it would’ve been to get the
first tractor on the farm? It
would’ve been a small tractor,
but think of the ease and
improvement that would’ve
been over walking behind
horses. Every ten years or
so he traded a small tractor
in and bought one that was
a little bit bigger. Incremental
changes really accelerate as
time passes. Today I can work
the same ground in a couple
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hours that took him a day.
We’re still a family farm. That’s
where we are today with
modern agriculture.
Catherine had this to share
about agritourism:
As you drive your car,
passing a field of corn
growing tall and mighty,
sipping a can of soda, do
you realize that just a bushel
of the corn can sweeten up
to 400 cans of soft drink?
In fact, there are over 3,500
different uses for corn
products. In addition to food
products and sweeteners,
corn and its by-products are
also found in many non-food
items such as fireworks, rust
preventatives, glue, paint,
dyes, laundry detergent, soap,
aspirin, antibiotics, paint, shoe
polish, ink, cosmetics, the
manufacturing of photographic
film, and in the production of

plastics.
While the number of
farms has decreased in
the United States, there
has been an increase in
agritourism, including in
Ohio and Licking County.
Agritourism involves any
agriculturally based operation
or activity that brings visitors
to a farm or ranch where they
can experience agriculture
activities, such as picking
apples and other fruits at
Lynd’s Fruit Farm, or picking a
pumpkin, seeing farm animals,
navigating a corn maze and
going for Hayrides at Pigeon
Roost or Van Buren Acres, all
of which are in Licking County.
Agritourism farms are a
great way for people of all
ages to learn about farm
animals, and what is involved
in the production and
cultivation of crops and food.
industrye-news.com
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Ag automation the theme at Future
Farm Expo
GEORGE Kellerman has four
predictions for the future of
farm technology.
Speaking before a crowd
of several hundred registered
guests at the Happy Canyon
Arena, Kellerman said he
expects all farm equipment
will be eventually be
connected to the Internet,
rigged with sensors, capable
of artificial intelligence and
able to operate autonomously
in the field.
“The future is now,”
Kellerman said. “If we build
the right kinds of vehicles,
equipment and technology, I
think it’s doable.”
Not only is it doable, but
Kellerman insisted it will
become imperative as farm
industries contend with a
growing labor shortage.
“A lot of people think robots
are going to take jobs in
agriculture,” Kellerman said.
“It’s just the opposite.”
Kellerman, a founding
member and chief operations
officer of Yamaha Motor
Ventures & Laboratory
Silicon Valley, delivered the

Austin Hawkins,
right, territory
manager for
Intelligent
Ag discusses
wireless
blockage
monitoring
technology
for tillers and
seeders.

keynote address last Tuesday
morning at the Future Farm
Expo in Pendleton, where he
discussed how robotics and
automation will save farming
in the 21st century.
With that in mind, the Future
Farm Expo serves as a forum
where high-tech innovators
from around the world can rub
elbows with Eastern Oregon
growers and explain how the
latest developments — from
drones to smartphone apps
— will boost efficiency and
production of local crops.
More than 250 people
registered for the three-day
conference. Jeff Lorton,

who manages the Oregon
UAS Future Farm program in
Pendleton, said the goal is
to build connections that can
ultimately unlock the potential
of agricultural technology.
The Columbia Basin is one
of the world’s most productive
agricultural areas, Lorton
added, with a farm gate value
of $20 billion.
“This is the perfect place for
the creation of a future farm,”
he said.
Day one of the three-day
expo featured presentations
about precision agriculture and
how technology is steering
farms from automation to

autonomy. John Church,
professor of precision
ranching at Thompson Rivers
University in British Columbia,
Canada, provided a live indoor
demonstration of drones he
uses to manage livestock from
the sky.
Drones can be used on the
ranch to find lost cattle, map
pastures and take livestock
inventory using multi-spectral
cameras, Church said.
“We can not only manage
the cattle, but the pasture
these cattle are on with these
(unmanned aerial vehicles),”
he said.
The final panel of the day
brought together industry
experts who fielded questions
about where they see farm
technology heading in the next
five to 10 years.
Mel Torrie, founder and
CEO of Autonomous Systems
Inc., said adoption of any new
technology boils down to trust.
“I think the route is going
to be just greater and greater
automation until that trust
catches up to the technology,”
Torrie said.
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